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Abstract 

The specific heat (C) of the heavy-fermion compound 

CeAl3 has been measured between 0.3 and 20 K at 

pressures to 8.2 kbar. A very strong and non-linear 

dependence of C on pressure is observed. The maximum 

in C/T, which is a prominent feature of zero pressure 

measurements, disappears under pressure. 
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The specific heat of CeA13 has been measured 

under pressures (P) to 8.2 kbar between 0.35 and 

20 K and the zero pressure measurements have been 

extended to 60 mK. There was no signiricant change 

in the zero pressure specific heat after cycling 

to the highest pressure. The magnitude of the 

effect of pressure is large and in agreement with 

previous experiments performed at P • 0 and 7 kbar 

above 1.5 K [1]. Our data at the lower pressures 

show that the P dependence is extremely non-linear. 

In particular, the maximum in C/T which seems to 

occur in the normal phase of non-magnetic heavy 

fermion compounds (HFC) [2,3] appears to be com-

pletely suppressed at a P of only 0.38 kbar. The 

results are shown in Figure 1, where an empirical 

p1/6 pressure dependence of [C/T1 0•4K is demon

strated in the inset (0.4 K is approximately the 

temperature of the zero-pressure maximum in C/T). 

The Gruneisen parameter 3ln[C/Tlo.4K/3lnV, 

obtained by using the pressure dependence rep

resented in Figure 1 and K • 2.19x1o-3 kbar-1 

[6], varies from 360 at 0.1 kbar to 18 at 8 kbar. 

Another interesting point is that there is no 

pressure induced ordering (neither super-

conductivity nor magnetic ordering). 



Pressure is a good variable for inducing a change 

from HFC to IVC (intermediate valence compound) 

behavior [4]. The Kondo temperature (TK) in an HFC is 

drastically modified but there is a weaker pressure 

dependence of the IVC parameters because the increase 

of mixing reinforces the itinerant character of 

the f electrons and decreases the .importance of 

correlations [5]. At P • 0 the temperature of the 

maximum in C/T has been taken as defining the 

temperature T* where interactions between the 

heavy particles produce a coherent Kondo lattice 

[2,3]. As pressure data are limited to T > T*(O), 

the present results do not give a direct measure 

of T*(P) but the rapid change with pressure of C/T 

at T > T*(O) suggests a dramatic change in the 

interactions between particles. The values of 

Y • [C/TloK have been obtained by extrapolation of 

the approximately linear C/T !!• T relation and are 

given in Table I together with the derived values 

of m*/m and a Gruneisen coefficient 

U(m*) • 3lnm*/3lnV. 

Attempts have been made to fit the specific 

heat using a free energy function 
CD 

F .. -kT 1 p(e)lnl:exp(me/kT)d&, where the partition --
function is that of a collection of independent 

spins with Sz • m subject to a distribution p(e) of 

internal fields e. This model with p(e) taken as a 
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Lorentzian has been used to give a phenomenological 

representation of single-impurity Kondo systems 

[7]. We use here the sum of two Lorentzians of width 

ll and centered at e: = ±Eo which may represent a 

Kondo lattice with no dynamical interaction between 

particles [8]. At P = O, it is impossible to obtain 

a good fit with constant values of ll and E
0 

but an 

approximate fit can be obtained by using different 

values above and below 0.37 K. This temperature 

dependence of the parameters is in agreement with a 

recent theory of the Kondo lattice [9] and with 

experimental observations of changes in other 

variables like thermoelectric power [10]. 

The values of the parameters are given in Table 

II and reflect the necessity of a minumum in (temp-

erature independent) p(e:) to represent the 

maximum in C/T. (Another approach to this problem 

is reported in another paper at this conference 

[11].) For P * 0, where the maximum inC/Tis 

suppressed, approximate fits can be found with 

constant values of ll and E
0 

(also given in Table 

II). The.resulting fits are shown in Figure 1 by 

the full lines. The difficulty in fitting the data 

above 2 K is due to the limitation in the model to 

a spin 1/2. The pressure mixing of the crystal 

field levels will be discussed in·another paper. 



Finally, the huge variation of C/T for a 

relatively small volume change (OV/V - 1.6 % for 

oP • 8 kbar) contradicts the relatively weak 

variation of y with the f atom distance deduced by 

the comparison of different lattices [12]. Clearly, 

the f atom distance is not an universal parameter 

for HFC's. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office 

of Energy Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, 

Materials Sciences Division of the U.S. Department 

of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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Table I Pressure dependence of the extrapolated value of 

C/T at OK and of the corresponding effective 

mass normalized to the electron masso The last 

column is the Gruneisen parameter ~(m*) inter-

polated between two pressure points. 

p y m*/m n(m*) 
(kbar) (m.J mole-1 K-2). 

0 1,164 291 
168 

.38 1,024 256 
56 

2.2 838 209.5 
47 

4.75 657 164.5 
26 

8.2 549 137.5 
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Table II Pressure dependence of the E
0 

and 1:. parameters of 
.... ::)~ 

the two-Lorentzian model used for fitting the data. 

-~ 

p E /:,. E +!:. 
0 0 

(kbar) (K) (K) (K) 

0 2.7 1.5 4.-2 (T < 0.37) 

0 0 4.5 4.5 (T > 0.37) 

0.38 4 6 10 

2.2 4.7 7.6 12.3 

4.75 6.5 8.1 14.6 

8.2 -8 10 18 

,) 
" 
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Figure Caption 

Figure 1 Temperature dependence of C/T at various pressures 

and, represented by the full lines, the fits ob

tained with the parameters of Table II. The p1/6 

dependence of [C/T1o.4K is shown in the insert. 
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